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Admiedly, this is not an easy text. Nor is it a cheap one. Miller and Pinn are the two foundational scholars
in the field of hip hop and religion, and there is a bit of an inside baseball feel to the text. Some of it can be a bit
dense, and for students coming at this course as an elective because they like hip hop, it can be a bit daunting.
It’s necessary, though, to draw out the concepts because they form the whole theoretical lens we’re using to
interpret and discuss hip hop culture. Further, as this is my third time using the text, I continue to be frustrated
by the chapters on Christianity and hip hop. The authors’ tone is oddly condescending toward hip hop. I may
need to find a different text, but there aren’t (m)any aneed to find a different text, but there aren’t (m)any available.  

Knowing full-well that students expect to listen to 
rap music in a course about hip hop,
I include ‘readings’ of playlists or
albums to give them a chance to hear
some of what we are talking about in
a way that conforms to their own musical listening habits. Unlike a traditional 
text-based article, these ‘readings’ can be consumed passitext-based article, these ‘readings’ can be consumed passively and still gives students 
an impression of the content being discussed in class.

I am definitely geing beer at using 
Moodle to manage the course. I’ve been 
focusing on making it look and function 
like a website from the student side, but 
have since learned that I can make it just 
as slick on my end with the built-in tools. 
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Legendary rapper who helped to grow rap 

lyrics from simple rhymes into complex 

rhyme schemes!



This time around, instead of alternating between ‘theory days’ where we focus on the text and ‘music days’
where we look at artists who  exemplify what we’ve learned about (even though some music is played on 
‘theory day’, as well), I’m going to try doing book work in the first half of the course and analytical work in 
the second half. Still trying to find the right balance, as the alternating method sometimes meant geing into
                                                                       content that we hadn’t yet learned to contextualize and process. I hope
                                                                       that this front-loaded aproach will nail down the theory before                                                                        that this front-loaded aproach will nail down the theory before we get
                                                                                                 down to analysis. I’ve also asked the students to write
                                                                       weekly reflections to encourage reading the text.  

No one seems terribly excited about doing readings.

Again, few did the readings. It’s important that they do, 
                                                       because without that context
the things I’m saying in class must seem quite disjointed. 

Everyone loves this class and more did the 
reading. Students like learning the ‘true meaning’
                                                      and origins of some
well known hip hop slang/tropes. Engagement!

Need to find alternative readings, but if we drop this, 
then the rest of the text may not be worth keeping.

Nixed this class because we are a week behind and the 
                                  concepts can be folded into later classes.

Students agree the section from text on Christianity is flawed. 

Missed a week due to illness.

Need to devote a whole class to hip hop history. The brief overview we’ve been doing
isn’t giving enough background to students who aren’t already somewhat familiar.

Limiting examinations of formal religious expression
to Islam  and Christianity feels... limited.

Very few questions about the Mixtape assignment due next week. 

Students are all siing on the edges of the classroom. Will
have to do something about that.  Hinders discussion.

Probably extraneous, but we talk about these concepts 
in class and students have always scrambled to write 
them down, so I figured I’d put them here for reference. 

This is from the Nation of Gods and Earths, an offshoot of the
Nation of Islam. It is a gnostic tradition, and they use these
‘Supreme Sciences’  to break down concepts and reveal the 
true nature of the universe.

Heavy bias.



Feeling much beer about the theory up front approach, as we actually have a theoretical framework for
analysis in the second half. I typed up a one-sheet that summarizes the pertinent concepts and the kinds of 
questions we should be asking as we get into part two of the course. 

Mixtape asignment due today! Sadly,
only one student opted to make a proper
mixtape! The rest wrote papers.
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Went well, but are these
two artists really the 
       best representatives
                     for Islam in
                      hip hop?

Always an interesting discussion. Kanye
continues to be divisive, but he is 
essential to the course. 

Chance is kind of boring, but wears
religion on his sleeve. Need to bring
KL’s To Pimp A Buerfly back, but
                            keep Damn. as well. 

Rapsody sort of worked, Cyhi didn’t. 
Overestimated the need to have new
albums included. Scratch this. 

Overall, I’m feeling like the department wants me to lean into the religion side of the course, but I feel like I’m 
stretching to make that the focus throughout. Instead of treating resistance as a function of religious expression, 
I think I’m going to shift the focus toward a broader view of resistance as it will allow me to do less cherry-
picking for content and more teaching about actual hip hop culture.   



Need to rethink all of thi
s. 

   Feels stale and perfunc
tory.

See over =>



It’s difficult to break away from a banking model of education when dealing with course content that is 
unfamiliar to most students and texts that can be dry and impenetrable despite the popularity of their
subject maer. In-class discussions usually revert to the same students engaging week after week while 
others hide in the back of the room. I want to do something different, but need to figure out how to do 
that without sacrificing the academic rigor of the existing course content. 

Should it be for aendance? Active participation? I’m never 
sure what to make of it, but know it needs to be included. 
Seems like an easy 10 points, but where is the value in it?.

Half of the course has musical ‘readings’, so those reflections double as practice for the final exam. 

I don’t like reflections. I might in a class with fewer students, but it is currently too much to give meaningful 
feedback to, and the assignment feels like it is less about a learning outcomes and more about text engagement. 
While that’s valuable, and vital to geting the fundamental concepts of the course, I’d like to find a different way
to go about it, a differnt path to the outcomes. I’ll have to look into what the regulations are about assignments. 

Outright begging themto read at this point. 

Above: Public Enemy
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